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ABSTRACT
The present review focuses on a subfamily of pyridoxal phosphate (PLP)-dependent
enzymes, belonging to the broader fold-type I structural group and whose archetypes can
be considered ornithine δ-transaminase and γ-aminobutyrate transaminase. These proteins
were originally christened “subgroup-II aminotransferases” (AT-II) but are very often
referred to as “class-III aminotransferases”. As names suggest, the subgroup includes
mainly transaminases, with just a few interesting exceptions. However, at variance with
most other PLP-dependent enzymes, catalysts in this subfamily seem specialized at
utilizing substrates whose amino function is not adjacent to a carboxylate group.
AT-II enzymes are widespread in biology and play mostly catabolic roles.
Furthermore, today several transaminases in this group are being used as bioorganic tools
for the asymmetric synthesis of chiral amines. We present an overview of the biochemical
and structural features of these enzymes, illustrating how they are distinctive and how they
compare with those of the other fold-type I enzymes.
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1. Introduction
Pyridoxal phosphate (PLP) arguably represents the most versatile organic cofactor
in biology, being used by a variety of enzymes in all organisms [1-5]. PLP-dependent
enzymes almost invariably catalyze reactions that involve amino compounds, since PLP
can bind covalently to the amino group of the substrate and then act as an electrophile to
stabilize different carbanionic intermediates [1, 4, 5]. Building on this shared mechanistic
feature, PLP-dependent enzymes comprise, among others, transaminases,
decarboxylases, racemases, aldolases, lyases, and enzymes that catalyze β- or γreplacement reactions [1-5]. In spite of this functional diversity, all PLP-dependent
enzymes structurally characterized to date can be grouped in just seven distinct structural
families, or ‘fold-types’ [6-9], presumably corresponding to different evolutionary lineages.
Of these, the so-called fold-type I is the most populated, functionally and structurally
diverse and arguably the most evolutionarily ancient.
We focus herein on a subgroup of PLP-dependent enzymes belonging to the
broader fold-type I family. Mehta, Christen and co-workers reported for the first time in
1993 a classification of aminotransferases (ATs) in different subgroups, based on an
algorithm that took into account sequence comparison, hydropathy patterns and
secondary structure features of 51 ATs [2, 10, 11]. One of four identified subgroups
included as prototypical enzymes ornithine δ-transaminase and γ-aminobutyrate (GABA)
transaminase. Mehta, Christen and co-workers termed these enzymes “subgroup-II
aminotransferases” (AT-II; [2, 10-12]).
An updated list of AT-II enzymes is provided in Table 1. As suggested by the name,
most enzymes in this subfamily are indeed aminotransferases, using either α-ketoglutarate
(α-KG) or pyruvate as the preferred amino group acceptor. The amino group donors
instead are generally compounds where the amino group is located distal to a carboxylate
and usually at the end of an alkyl chain. These compounds are conventionally called ω3

amines [13, 14], and their transamination leads to production of an aldehyde (or less
frequently a ketone) as shown in Eq. 1.

ω-amine + α-ketoacid ←→ aldehyde (ketone) + α−amino acid
Eq. 1
A great amount of biochemical, physiological, structural and applicative information
has been accumulating on these enzymes, especially in recent years [15], due to several
reasons. First, some enzymes in this subgroup are being explored as potential drug
targets [16]. Second, it has been shown that, in spite of the name, AT-II also includes
enzymes that are not aminotransferases (Table 1). Last but most important, today several
transaminases belonging to AT-II are being used as bioorganic tools in the industrial
synthesis of chiral amines [15, 17, 18].
In relation to this, we examine the literature and analyze sequences and threedimensional structures trying to address some general points: What are the peculiar
features of the reactions catalyzed by AT-II enzymes? What differentiates them structurally
from the other enzymes of the fold type I? Are there structural properties that make the
enzymes in this subfamily particularly apt at handling terminal amines? What features
contribute to their substrate and reaction specificity? Our analysis also offers an overview
of the evolution of these proteins, integrating it with the broader issue of the evolution of
fold-type I enzymes.

1.1 - Nomenclature issues
To describe the group of enzymes in table 1, we will follow here the original
designation of AT-II given by Mehta, Christen and co-workers [2, 10, 11]. However it is
essential to note that just a couple of years after the first study by Mehta et al. [10], Grishin
and coworkers renamed the very same subfamily of enzymes ‘class III aminotransferases’
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[6]. The change arose due to those authors splitting subgroup I (identified by Mehta et al.)
into two smaller subfamilies. While this operation was based on reasonable structural
considerations, Grishin and coworkers quite arbitrarily proceeded to rename the new
subfamilies “Class I” and “Class II” (rather than, for example, Ia and Ib), shifting up the
roman numbering for all other subgroups [6].
The Grishin et al. classification has been adopted by some databases such as
PROSITE [19]. Pfam [20] reunites the classes I and II (as defined by Grishin et al.) into a
single family, but instead of reverting to the original Mehta et al nomenclature calls this
family “Aminotransferases Class I and II”, while it retains the definition “Class III
aminotransferases” for the enzymes in Table 1
(http://pfam.sanger.ac.uk/family?entry=PF00202) [13].
Often the aminotransferases of the AT-II group are also referred to as ωtransaminases (ω-ATs; [17, 18, 21-23]). Indeed the physiological reactions of these
enzymes almost invariably involve a terminal amino group or at least (e.g., in the cases of
ABS or FUMAT) an amino group not located in α-position with respect to a carboxylate
(Table 1); compounds containing such groups can be broadly described as ω-amines [13] 1
[14, 24, 25]. However the reader should be aware that while the AT-II (or “Class III AT”

1

The expression “amine transaminases” is also used when describing ATs employed for
bio-organic synthetic applications [14] F. Steffen-Munsberg, C. Vickers, H. Kohls, H.
Land, H. Mallin, A. Nobili, L. Skalden, T. van den Bergh, H.J. Joosten, P. Berglund, M.
Hohne, U.T. Bornscheuer, Bioinformatic analysis of a PLP-dependent enzyme superfamily
suitable for biocatalytic applications, Biotechnol Adv (2015). , [24] F. Steffen-Munsberg,
C. Vickers, A. Thontowi, S. Schätzle, T. Meinhardt, M. Svedendahl Humble, H. Land, P.
Berglund, U.T. Bornscheuer, M. Höhne, Revealing the structural basis of promiscuous
amine transaminase activity, ChemCatChem 5 (2013) 154-157. , [25]
H. Mallin, M.
Höhne, U.T. Bornscheuer, Immobilization of (R)- and (S)-amine transaminases on
chitosan support and their application for amine synthesis using isopropylamine as donor,
J. Biotechnol. 191 (2014) 32-37. . In the field, this tautological expression is used in a
restricted sense, to indicate enzymes acting on amines that are neither terminal nor
adjacent to a carboxylate. These amines are normally chiral and ATs can produce
specifically the (S)- or (R )- stereoisomer. AT-II enzymes employed for bioorganic
applications are usually (S)-amine transaminases.
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according to Grishin and coworkers) classification is based on sequence and structure
criteria, the definition ω-ATs is functional, so the two denominations do not really overlap.
In particular, as noted, there are some AT-II members that are not
aminotransferases at all (Table 1). On the other hand, at variance with the statements
found in some authors (e.g., [18]), AT-II is not the only subgroup of PLP-dependent
enzymes containing ATs that act on ω-amino-compounds. For example 2aminoethylphosphonate-pyruvate AT (belonging to fold-type I, but not to AT-II; [26]) acts
on a substrate that definitely qualifies as an ω-amine. Several ω-transaminases have also
been identified belonging to fold-type IV; these enzymes are being used (much like some
belonging to the AT-II subgroup; see section below) for both the asymmetric synthesis and
resolution of chiral amines [18, 27].

2- Chemical peculiarities of the reactions catalyzed by AT-II enzymes
2.1- Equilibria in ω--ATs reactions
Aminotransferase reactions involving standard amino acids (as donors of their αamino group) and α-keto acids are generally reversible and their equilibrium constant is
often not far from unity [28]. AT-II enzymes are quite peculiar not just because one of the
substrates is an amine, but also because one of the two amino group acceptors involved in
the equilibrium is not an α-keto acid but an aldehyde. Given the high reactivity of
aldehydes, one might expect the reaction in Eq. 1 to proceed more favorably in the
direction of the amine, but under physiological conditions this is not the case.
In fact, while most of the transaminase reactions catalyzed by the AT-II enzymes
are reversible in vitro, in cells they are nearly always driven towards consumption of the
amine. The factors contributing to this behavior do not seem attributable to the
transaminases themselves, but rather to the occurrence of spontaneous or tightly coupled
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enzymatic reactions that follow formation of the aldehyde and determine an almost
unidirectional metabolic flux.
For example, the products of lysine AT (α-aminoadipate-γ-semialdehyde) and of
putrescine AT (4-aminobutanal), spontaneously convert to cyclic compounds (∆1piperidine-6-carboxylate and 1-pyrroline, respectively) through formation of an
intramolecular Schiff base [29], and this is expected to drive the reaction in Eq. 1 to the
right. In vivo, the reactions catalyzed by these enzymes are strongly biased in favor of
degradation of the ω-amino substrate [30, 31].
Likewise, the reaction of taurine-pyruvate aminotransferase is reversible in vitro but
in bacteria it only proceeds towards the consumption of taurine and the production of
sulfoacetaldehyde [32]. In this case the phenomenon can be attributed to the presence of
an acetyltransferase, which metabolizes sulfoacetaldehyde to acetyl phosphate and sulfite
[33, 34].
An analogous discrepancy between the in vitro and in vivo situation is observed in
the case of the reaction catalyzed by mammalian GABA-AT. The equilibrium of this
reaction apparently favors the formation of GABA in vitro [35], but in vivo GABA-AT serves
primarily to the degradation of the amine (e.g., [36]), presumably because the product of
GABA transamination, the reactive succinic semialdehyde, is detoxified by succinic
semialdehyde dehydrogenase in a tightly coupled reaction [37].
In plants, GABA-PAT transaminates GABA using pyruvate or glyoxylate instead of
α-KG as an amino group acceptor. The reaction seems to proceed unidirectionally towards
GABA degradation [38]. In addition to the presence of succinic semialdehyde
dehydrogenase in plants [39], this is probably due to the fact that the reaction catalyzed by
GABA-PAT with glyoxylate is completely irreversible [38]. An analogous near-irreversibility
is observed also in other PLP-dependent transaminations where glyoxylate serves as the
amino group acceptor [40-44] as well as in the transamination between free pyridoxamine
7

and glyoxylate [45]. Such a strong bias presumably reflects the high reactivity and relative
thermodynamic instability of glyoxylate, which not only is an aldehyde, but is also subject
to the electron-withdrawing effect of the nearby carboxylic group.
A rare case of ω-AT reaction that appears to be effectively reversible both in vitro
and in vivo is represented by the ornithine aminotransferases (OAT) reaction. In this
instance the spontaneous and reversible cyclization of the product glutamate-γsemialdehyde, to ∆1-pyrroline-5-carboxylate, does not seem to prevent the reverse
process, at least in mammals [46, 47]. In plants, however, OAT appears to play only a
catabolic role [48].
The striking predominance of metabolic reactions in which the amine is consumed
and the aldehyde is formed may have a biological, as well as chemical, significance. Due
to their substantial reactivity, it is important that aldehydes do not accumulate during
metabolism [49]. Aminotransferase reactions, on the other hand, are intrinsically rather
slow processes, owing to their complex ping-pong mechanism. Accordingly it may be
speculated that, if the main task of ω-ATs was to consume (rather than to produce)
aldehydes, buildup of these compounds might be relatively facile and represent a liability
for the organism.
In any instance, understanding the factors that modulate the equilibria and fluxes of
ω-AT reactions has a very concrete and practical interest, as these transaminases are
being used as bioorganic tools for the enantiopure synthesis of chiral amines. In such
syntheses, the amines are produced from the corresponding ketones, exploiting the
reaction of eq. 1 in the reverse direction. The enantiopure synthesis of chiral amines is
highly desirable for the preparation of many compounds of pharmaceutical interest [15, 17,
18] [50].
In the asymmetric synthesis of chiral amino compounds, in order to obtain a good
yield of the desired product, it is necessary to define and, often, to change the chemical
8

equilibrium of the reaction. As noted above, the amino acceptor in this case is not an
aldehyde but a ketone and it is commonly accepted that transaminations of ketones are
thermodynamically unfavourable [51-55]. Ketones have in fact a relatively low
electrophilicity of the carbonyl carbon, as compared with α-keto acids and aldehydes, and
are more stable than the corresponding amines. To overcome these problems, in the
bioorganic applications of ω-ATs, the equilibrium is usually shifted from the side of
substrate ketone to the desired product amine by removing the co-product through
chemical or enzymatic means. In particular, if the co-product is pyruvate, it can be reduced
to lactate by lactate dehydrogenase. 2 [25, 52, 56]

2.2 - Specificity and dual-specificity issues.
PLP-dependent enzymes acting on α-amino acids can bind their substrates by
interacting with two parts of the substrate molecule, in addition to the amino group -namely
the α-carboxylate and the side chain. As a first approximation, since all amino acids
contain an α-carboxylic group, interactions with this group will only contribute to binding
affinity, while interactions with the side chain will confer specificity. In contrast, enzymes
acting on terminal amines must seek both binding affinity and specificity via interactions
with the side chain of the substrate.
2

This system has the disadvantage of requiring a continuous regeneration of NADH,
which is usually accomplished by adding to the system a NADH-recycling enzyme such as
glucose dehydrogenase. Nevertheless it is difficult to obtain the best activity and stability
for all the three elements of this enzymatic system. To overcome this hurdle, a few
alternative approaches are reported in literature, such as the use isopropylamine as the
amino-donor [25] H. Mallin, M. Höhne, U.T. Bornscheuer, Immobilization of (R)- and (S)amine transaminases on chitosan support and their application for amine synthesis using
isopropylamine as donor, J. Biotechnol. 191 (2014) 32-37. , [56] C.K. Savile, J.M. Janey,
E.C. Mundorff, J.C. Moore, S. Tam, W.R. Jarvis, J.C. Colbeck, A. Krebber, F.J. Fleitz, J.
Brands, P.N. Devine, G.W. Huisman, G.J. Hughes, Biocatalytic asymmetric synthesis of
chiral amines from ketones applied to sitagliptin manufacture, Science 329 (2010) 305309. or an alternative coupled reaction with pyruvate decarboxylase, which does not need
NADH [52] M. Hohne, S. Kuhl, K. Robins, U.T. Bornscheuer, Efficient asymmetric
synthesis of chiral amines by combining transaminase and pyruvate decarboxylase,
Chembiochem 9 (2008) 363-365. ).
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The implementation of specificity is particularly delicate in aminotransferases,
whose reactions typically require two different substrates to bind in succession to the same
cofactor in the same active site. Accordingly, these enzymes must be able to
accommodate both substrates while discriminating against all others [4, 57]. Consider for
example the case of aromatic amino acid aminotransferase (AroAT) , which uses α-KG as
the amino group acceptor: for this enzymes, the problem of dual specificity entails
accommodating the negatively charged γ-carboxylate of α-ketoglutarate in a site that must
also accept the large hydrophobic side chain of an aromatic amino acid [4].
The problems associated to dual specificity are more pronounced for transaminases
where the donor substrate is a terminal amine, since their substrates, besides differing in
their ‘side chain’ properties, also differ due to the presence/absence of an α-carboxylate.
For example, the active site of putrescine AT (PUAT, Table 1) must accommodate both αKG (which possesses a negatively charged side chain and an α-carboxylate) and
putrescine (positively charged side chain, no α-carboxylate) while discriminating against Lornithine (positively charged side chain plus an α-carboxylate). Despite the complexity of
this exercise, the enzyme from E. coli fares relatively well, reacting with putrescine some
50-fold better than with L-ornithine [58]

3- Structural peculiarities of AT-II enzymes
3.1 - AT-II vs. AT-I enzymes. Comparing the overall structures
To try to assess what features help AT-II enzymes achieving their peculiar
functional specialization, it seems useful to compare the structure of the most studied AT-II
transaminases with that of the prototypical aminotransferase, the aspartate
aminotransferase (AspAT, assigned by Mehta and Christen to the structural subgroup ATI). Both AT-I and AT-II enzymes are generally homodimers or homotetramers
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(Supplementary Table 1); a first inspection of the subunit architecture reveals however
some important differences between the two types of proteins (Figure 1 A-B).
It is possible to subdivide a fold-type I subunit into two domains: a larger one,
whose central feature is a seven-stranded mixed β sheet, and a smaller discontinuous
domain. This small domain is formed by the C-terminus of the protein chain, which
contributes an antiparallel β-sheet (e.g., four strands in GABA-AT) plus some α-helices
that lean against it, and by the N-terminus, contributing a few α-helices (usually one or
two) and some antiparallel β strands (three or four).
Analyzing Figure 1A-B, it is evident that the N-terminal part is not conserved
between AT-II and AT-I, as confirmed by the literature [6, 10], where this is described as
the major determinant of diversity between the subgroups of the fold type I [8, 59]. For
example in AspAT and AroAT (both AT-I) the N-terminal part starts on the surface of the
second subunit and then crosses over the active site cleft before joining the small domain.
Moreover an α-helix of the N-terminus is part of the active site entrance and interacts with
the β-sheet in the C-terminal part of the small domain. These elements are not conserved
in AT-II enzymes, where the N-terminal β-sheet and an α-helix simply form a meander in
the active site, wedged between the large and the small domains [59].
The C-terminal part of the small domain and the large domain are instead quite
conserved between AT-I and AT-II. The large domain has some structural elements that
are retained in all the enzymes of fold type I [8]. It is constituted by an helix-loop-helix
segment followed by a central seven-stranded β-sheet with complex topology: six parallel
and one antiparallel β-strands. The β-strands are surrounded by various α-helices (e.g., 10
in GABA-AT [60]) in a typical α/β fold [61].

3.2 - AT-II vs. AT-I. Comparing the PLP-binding sites
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The description above points to some macroscopic structural differences between
AT-I and AT-II enzymes, but does not indicate whether such differences are important to
explain the peculiar specialization of AT-II enzymes towards terminal amines. Much
clearer insights can be gained by an analysis of active site structures.
The active site of these enzymes can be schematically divided in two parts, one that
interacts with the substrate and another one with the cofactor. This latter part is relatively
conserved and in the case of AT-II enzymes it is located in the large domain at the
interface with the small domain. The phosphate group of PLP is nestled in a specific
subsite, sometimes called ‘phosphate binding cup’, forming a network of several hydrogen
bonds to side chains, backbone amide groups and water molecules. All these interactions
recur similarly in the structure of AT-II enzymes as well as in that of AspAT [62, 63]. Also,
in both the AT-I and AT-II enzymes, the PLP ring is held in place by a hydrogen bond
between the pyridine nitrogen and the side chain carboxylate of an Asp residue. This is
probably the most conserved residue among the entire fold type I and the mechanistic
importance of its interaction with the pyridine ring has been analyzed in several works [5,
59, 64] (Figure 2).
In contrast to the above, other features of the active site and of the interactions
between the enzyme and the cofactor are quite distinctive of AT-II enzymes as compared
to AT-I [8, 59]:
First of all, the catalytic Lys residue, that covalently binds to PLP and that plays a
crucial role in all the PLP-dependent reactions, is not always in the same position in the
two subfamilies of enzymes [8, 59]. Even if it is always placed in the loop that connects the
last two strands of the large domain, the Lys residue is located earlier in the polypeptide
chain of AT-II enzymes (Supplementary Fig. 1) [8]. This fact is in all likeliness due to a
deletion occurred during the evolution of AT-II.
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Furthermore, a residue providing a hydrogen bond to the phenolic oxygen of the
cofactor is present in the majority of AT-II enzymes; exceptions include DAPA-AT [8, 59]
and other enzymes (e.g. [65]), where the hydrogen bond is water-mediated. Hydrogen
bonding the phenolic oxygen may be important for modulating the pKa of the internal
aldimine (the Schiff base of the PLP with the catalytic lysine) [66] and also the reactivity of
PLP [67].
Finally, in both AT-I and AT-II enzymes there is an aromatic residue stacking on the
PLP pyridine ring. This residue is part of a loop that faces in the active site and it has an
important role in the formation of external aldimine and quinonoid [8, 59]. In AT-II
enzymes, however, the aromatic side chain is perpendicular to the cofactor while in other
fold type I enzymes it is close to parallel [59]. The parallel position is made possible by the
fact that the aromatic residue is located at the end of the loop, just before the beginning of
an α-helix. In AT-II instead the aromatic residue is not at the end of the loop, but it
constitutes the active site entrance (which is much more open than in other fold type I ATs)
and it cannot be parallel to PLP because it would clash with the chain surrounding the loop
in which it is included.
3.3 – The substrate binding site: a gateway system in α-KG-specific AT-II
transaminases
The part of the active site of AT-II transaminases that interacts with the substrate
also shows some important differences, when compared to AT-I.
The first one regards the changes in molecular conformation that accompany
substrate binding. In AspAT and AroAT (both AT-I), the small domain rotates towards the
large domain to close the active site upon binding of ligands (Figure 1C). In contrast, if we
compare the ligand-bound with the unligated forms of GABA-AT , OAT or AcOAT (all ATII) they exhibit no large-scale changes in the overall conformation (Figure 1-D). This is also
true for other AT-II transaminases (such as DAPA-AT [59] and PUAT [68]) suggesting that
13

that these enzymes do not generally undergo closure of the active site as the AT-I
enzymes do [57, 69].
One notable exception to this observation is found in glutamate 1-semialdehyde
aminomutase (GSA). In this enzyme there is an active site gating loop, which is open
when the enzyme contains bound PMP and closed when it contains PLP [70, 71]. This
differential accessibility agrees with the fact that the natural substrate of GSA must initially
enter the active site and bind to the PMP (not PLP) form of the cofactor (see the legend of
Table 1) [71].
A second difference between AT-II and AT-I transaminases is closely related to the
dual-specificity issue described above. The AT-II enzymes must be able to bind a terminal
amine and to position their substrates in a way that permits to the ω-amino group to be
transferred, while preventing transamination of α-amino acids. To accomplish this, AT-II
enzymes that use α-KG as the amino acceptor and amines with long side chain as main
donor (GABA, ornithine, lysine…), have evolved a so-called gateway system (Figure 3) [4].
The key elements of this gateway are two juxtaposed residues, an Arg and a Glu (Arg398
and Glu211 in E. coli GABA-AT; Arg413 and Glu235 in human OAT). Of these, only the
Arg residue is conserved in AspAT (Arg374 in the E. coli enzyme), where it serves to bind
and position the α-carboxylate of the aspartate substrate, making the transamination of the
α-amino group possible. The Glu residue instead is missing in AspAT and it is conserved
only in α-KG specific ATII transaminases (Supplementary figure 1).
Through site-directed mutagenesis experiment with both OAT and GABA-AT, it was
concluded that this conserved Glu residue forms a salt bridge with the Arg residue during
the first half of the transamination reaction, when the ω−amino substrate enters the active
site. The presence of this salt bridge helps restrict the binding and reaction of undesired αamino acids (e.g., glutamate) or α-keto acids, that are required only for the second halfreaction [16, 21, 69].
14

On the other hand, in the presence of PMP during the second half-reaction, the salt
bridge opens up to allow α-KG to interact with the Arg residue. In other words, in the
transition between the first and second half-reactions of these α-KG specific AT-II
transaminases, the Glu residue acts as functional switch, triggered by the formation of
PMP [21]. Such a switch allows these enzymes to be specific for amino-group donors
lacking an α−carboxylate while retaining the ability to bind the α-ketoacid acceptor3.
The active sites of α-KG-specific AT-II transaminases also contain typically a
second Arg residue (Arg141 in GABA-AT; Figure 3) that forms a salt bridge with the γcarboxylic group of α-KG [69, 72]. This interaction is a crucial determinant of the selectivity
for α-KG as the specific acceptor ketoacid. Furthermore, the same residue also helps
recognizing and properly positioning the amino group donor. In fact the α-KG -specific ATs
often bind substrates (L-ornithine, GABA, L-lysine…) that contain a carboxylate at the
opposite end with respect to the ω-amino group; this carboxylate seems able to interact
with the Arg residue as efficiently as the γ-carboxylate of α-KG (Figure 3) [21].
What about the putrescine aminotransferase discussed in section 2? In contrast to
L-ornithine, GABA and the like, putrescine does not contain any carboxylate, but just two
amino groups, located at the opposite ends of an aliphatic (linear) chain of carbon atoms.
A very recent structural study shows that, in the active site of PUAT from E. coli, a Lys
residue (Lys183) replaces the Arg, which in OAT and GABA-AT salt-bridges with the
carboxylate of the amino-group donor [68]. Compared to Arg, the Lys side chain is smaller
and less basic (meaning that it can more easily exist in neutral form), and these
differences may help explain the low activity of PUAT towards ornithine and other amino
donors containing an α-carboxylate. Another difference noted by the authors of the
structural paper relates to the active site entrance, which appears narrower and more
3

In contrast AspAT (like other transaminases of subfamily AT-I) lacks the gateway system and retains only
the Arg residue, rather rigidly positioned within the active site; this biases the enzyme towards binding both
donors and acceptors containing an α-carboxylate.
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restricted in PUAT, possibly favoring access of the ‘leaner’ poliamines (putrescine and
cadaverine) with respect to the bulkier amino acids [68].

3.4 – The substrate binding site: P and O pockets in pyruvate-specific AT-II
transaminases
The gateway system, as described in section 3.3, is not operational in AT-II
transaminases that employ pyruvate as the preferred amino group acceptor: in fact, in
these enzymes the Glu residue of the gateway is not conserved (Supplementary Figure 1).
An Arg residue is still involved in recognition of the α-carboxylate of substrates, as
indicated among other data by the available structures of pyruvate-specific ATs (a list of
the three-dimensional structures of AT-II enzymes currently deposited in the Protein Data
Bank is provided in Supplementary table 1) but its position is different (Supplementary
Figure 1). Furthermore one is left to wonder why in these enzymes, the Arg does not need
to form a strong interaction during the first part of the reaction, to mask its positive charge
when the ω-amine binds. More generally, one may wonder why the substrate specificity of
several pyruvate-specific ATIs tends to be relatively relaxed.
To address this sort of questions, as well as to interpret the stereoselectivity of
amine:pyruvate transaminases (ω-PATs), Shin and Kim put forward a schematic model of
the active site, based on both structure and reactivity analysis [73]. This scheme has been
adopted in somewhat modified forms by other researchers in the field [18, 74, 75]. In
essence the model is based on a bipartite substrate binding site, consisting of two subsites
or ‘pockets’. One of the subsites, which accommodates the α-carboxylate of the keto acid,
is generally located in the vicinity of the O3’ atom of PLP, and it can be indicated as the Opocket. The other pocket is near the phosphate moiety of PLP and hence is called Ppocket [75]. The two pockets occur both in AT-I and AT-II transaminases, although their
relative sizes are different (Figure 4).
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In the ω-PAT from Vibrio fluvialis studied by Shin and Kim, the O pocket could
accept both a carboxylate group and hydrophobic substituents. A similar situation can be
proposed also for other AT-II transaminases reacting with pyruvate, where the O-pocket
appears to be large and the presence of aromatic residues provides a hydrophobic
environment and π–π interactions to stabilize aromatic and alkyl amino substrates [15, 74].
In sum, the O-pocket of ω-PATs seems able to bind both the α-carboxylate of the amino
group acceptor and the hydrophobic side chains of the amino group donor substrates
(Figure 4B).
This dual specificity can presumably be achieved without substantial structural
rearrangement. Since in a large O-pocket the internal arginine can move relatively freely, it
does not need to mask its positive charge, as it happens in the gateway system, to avoid
clashes with the hydrophobic side chain of the amino substrate. Recently SteffenMunsberg et al., based on the analysis of some ω−ATs, contrasted the mobility of the Arg
residue in AT-I and AT-II enzymes [24]. According to this analysis, in AT-I the conserved
Arg residue is quite packed within the active site, and it can only contact the α-carboxylic
group of the substrate, while in AT-II enzymes the Arg is very flexible. Its position in fact is
rather variable in the structures of similar enzymes and also in different monomers of the
same structure (see also [14, 76]).
The flexibility of this Arg residue allows the enzyme to bind both pyruvate and much
larger aldehydes and even a bulky or aromatic substrate. In this last case the Arg side
chain is oriented away from the active site, leaving a large cavity behind. The wide size of
the O-pocket may also explain the substantial substrate promiscuity not just of ω-PATs
[18] but also of other pyruvate-specific transaminases such as AGXT2 [77].
What about the P pocket? In the study by Shin and Kim, this subsite was small and
unable to accommodate substituents larger than an ethyl group. It also showed a strong
aversion towards carboxylate groups [18, 73]. Therefore, this site contributes by steric
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constrains and electrostatic repulsion to impart the enzyme specificity for pyruvate versus
α-KG as the amino group acceptor (Figure 4B). The P-pocket is the only part of the
enzyme that can distinguish between the two keto acids.
The O-pocket of α-KG-specific transaminases is smaller and more constrained than
that of pyruvate-specific enzymes [24] (Figure 4C). This fact, together with the occurrence
of the gateway system and the presence, for most of these enzymes, of an Arg residue in
the P-pocket, as discussed in section 3.3 appears to implement a tendency of α-KG
specific ATs to show lower substrate promiscuity. Exceptions exist however, e.g.
Pseudomonas aeruginosa GABA-AT also accepts diamino acids (ornithine) and diamines
(putrescine) [78].

3.5 – An overview of substrate specificity in AT-II transaminases
To summarize very schematically the data discussed in sections 3.3 and 3.4, α-KGand pyruvate-specific ATs appear to have adopted two very distinct strategies to select
donors bearing an ω-amino group while still permitting binding of the α-ketoacid acceptors.
In pyruvate-specific enzymes, binding of an α-carboxylate and binding of a (large) side
chain are mutually exclusive because they both should occur in the same pocket (the O
pocket). Thus, these enzymes can only accommodate substrates containing no αcarboxylate (ω-amines) or containing an α -carboxylate and a very minimal side chain
(pyruvate, glyoxylate). In α-KG-specific ATs, dual specificity is achieved through a more
sophisticate and more rigid mechanism – namely, when the active site contains PLP, the
O-pocket is not accessible to α-carboxylate groups because the Arg-Glu gateway is
operational. However, upon formation of PMP the Arg residue in the O-pocket is released
and can interact with α-carboxylate groups, whereas another positively charged residue in
the P-pocket interacts with the γ-carboxylate of α-KG, imparting specificity for the ketoacid.
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There are however exceptions and intermediate situations. One interesting example
is a bacterial β-AT, called MesAT, whose physiological function is unknown. The enzyme
was selected for applicative purposes (the preparation of enantiopure β-phenylalanine)
and shown to react with a broad range of substrates, using α-KG as the amino acceptor
[79]. The structure of MesAT however shows elements in common with both those
observed in pyruvate-specific and in α-KG-specific AT-II transaminases, as well as in AT-I
enzymes.
The P-pocket for γ- and β- carboxylate is relatively small and resembles the Opocket of AspAT. On the other hand the O-pocket is quite large, it can accept both αcarboxylate and bulky hydrophobic groups and it is hence similar to the O-pocket of AT-II
enzymes that use pyruvate as the acceptor (Figure 4D). Furthermore, even if interacting
with α-KG, this enzyme does not possess a gateway system but a mobile arginine that acts
as a switch (when a β-amino acid binds, the Arg side chain is oriented away from the
active site, producing an hydrogen bond with another residue. This re-orientation enlarges
the O-pocket permitting the accommodation of the hydrophobic side chain of substrates.
Similar ‘arginine switch’ mechanisms occur in other PLP-dependent enzymes [4]). This
arrangement is different from (and somewhat hybrid between) the models previously
presented for the active sites of the other pyruvate and α-KG acceptors, as shown in
Figure 4D.

4 – AT-II enzymes that are not aminotransferases
Despite the fact that the initial classification of Metha and collaborators dealt only
with ATs, some enzymes belonging to the subgroup II show other activities. Not
considering DGDA (which catalyzes both decarboxylation and transamination reactions)
and GSA (whose reaction is in effect an internal transamination between two positions of
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the same substrate; see Table 1), AT-II has been shown to encompass enzymes with
bona fide racemase and lyase functions (Table 1 and Figure 5).
The first AT-II enzyme reported in the literature to catalyze a reaction different from
transamination, was 2-aminohexano-6-lactam racemase (AH6L-R, table 1). In fact, AH6LR was characterized before the classification work of Christen, Metha and co-workers [80,
81] and its three dimensional structure is currently known [82].
A comparison of the structure of this enzyme with those of GABA–AT (29% identity
with AH6L-R) and DGDA (30% identity) confirmed that both the overall architecture and
the active site structure surrounding the cofactor are comparable to those of the other ATII [82]. AH6L-R however, unique among fold-type I enzymes, possesses an additional Cterminal ‘tail’ (about 12 residues, forming an α−helix) that is essential for function. Some of
the residues in this C-terminal part contribute to shaping the active site cavity, determine
substrate specificity, recognize the nitrogen of an amide of lactam in the substrate and
control the access to the active site [82].
On the other hand, the racemase lacks an Arg residue to interact with the carboxylic
group of the substrate. AH6L-R does not need to bind a substrate bearing an
α carboxylate, thus the absence of the Arg residue prevents the interaction of the enzyme
with α−keto acids and ultimately the undesired occurrence of transamination. This seems
to be a key determinant of reaction specificity. Another key determinant may be a Tyr
residue (Tyr137 in the enzyme from Achromobacter obae) which has been proposed to be
involved acid/base catalysis [82]. This Tyr residue is conserved in several AT-II
transaminases, but it can be occasionally replaced by Phe (in OAT, for example) or by Trp
(in DGDA; Supplementary Fig. 1), making it unlikely that it may play an acid-base role
during transamination. Nevertheless, since racemase reactions require different proton
transfers as compared to transamination reactions, Tyr137 may have acquired a new
function during evolution of AH6L-R.
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Recently, a second racemase belonging to AT-II was identified, namely isoleucine
2-epimerase [83]. This enzyme is quite peculiar not only because it is a racemase, but also
because it operates on a standard α-amino acid substrate (together with D-FGAT and
DGDA, it is one of the few AT-II enzymes whose preferred substrate is an α−amino acid
rather than an ω−amine).
There is no three-dimensional structure available for ILE-R, but inspection of the the
sequence alignments shows that the Arg residue involved in the interaction with the αcarboxylate is conserved, whereas the Glu that in α-KG-specific AT-IIs is involved in the
gateway system, although not conserved, is replaced by the chemically similar Asp
(Supplementary Figure 1). It is possible that the same residue that confers the dual
specificity to some transaminases of the AT-II subgroup in this case is involved in the
catalysis of the racemization with isoleucine. Further biochemical and structural data are
necessary to better define the interaction of this enzyme with its substrate and the catalytic
mechanism.
The only other known AT-II enzymes not catalyzing transaminations are two closely
related lyases, ethanolamine phospho-lyase (PEA-PL) and 5-phosphohydroxy-lysine
phospho-lyase (PHK-PL), that catalyze the elimination of phosphate from
phosphoethanolamine and 5-phosphohydroxy-lysine, respectively. The molecular
identification of both lyases was accomplished in a single remarkable study by Veiga-daCunha and coworkers [84].
The structures of these two phospho-lyases are not known, but some hypotheses
can be made about the structural changes that, during evolution, led to their emergence
from ancestors that was almost certainly a transaminase [85].
Several similarities can be observed with the sequence of the DGDA (30% identity).
For example, as observed in DGDA, the Arg that in most ATs interacts with the substrate
α-carboxylic group is not conserved. This is in accordance with the low affinity of PEA-PL
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towards α-amino acids and with its ineffectiveness as a transaminase (for this enzyme, βelimination is at least 500-fold more efficient than transamination) [85]. Again similar to
DGD (and more generally to pyruvate specific ATs) the lyases also lack the Arg residues
that in α-KG-specific ATs interacts with the γ-carboxylate of the substrate (see Figures 3
and 4C). This residue is replaced by Met in DGD and by His in both PEA-PL and PHK-PL.
This histidine could perhaps perform acid/base catalysis, permitting the elimination of the
phosphate leaving group (Supplementary Figure 1).

5 - Inferences on the evolution of AT-II enzymes
It is believed that fold type I enzymes evolved divergently for 1500 millions years
and, despite their diversification and specialization to cover a wide range different catalytic
functions, they have maintained their structure conserved during evolution. The presence
of the cofactor and some conserved hydrophobic residues are probably the driving forces
that have kept the original structure conserved during evolution [86]. Analyzing sequences,
structures and function of this class of PLP-dependent enzyme is useful for better
understanding what are the evolutionary steps that have driven the acquisition of new
enzymatic functions or substrate specificities [2, 11].
Figure 6 shows a phylogenetic tree illustrating the relationships between AT-II
enzymes. The tree was constructed starting from a set 89 sequences that included all ATII proteins with a validated physiological function, obtained from the B6 Database [9]
(Supplementary Table 2). Among the sequences in the set, only a few were ω-PATs and
β-ATs (for comparison, see [15]). AspATs were used for adding an out-group, belonging to
the AT-I. An inspection of the tree, combined with the information provided in the previous
sections, allow drawing some inferences and putting forward some hypotheses about
evolution of AT-IIs.
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The long branch that connects AT-I, here represented by the AspATs, and AT-II is
indicative of the evolutionary differences among these groups of enzymes. As described in
section 3, there are many parts of the protein sequence that are not conserved between
the two subfamilies, and that justify the branch length. In particular, the divergence
between AT-I and AT-II seems to have been accompanied by changes in the structure of
the small domain and by some significant rearrangements of the active site, such as a
repositioning, along the sequence, of the catalytic Lys and changes in the organization of
the substrate-binding pockets.
It seems reasonable to speculate that the ancestral AT-II enzyme was an
aminotransferase, or at least that its main catalytic function was to carry out transaminase
reactions. This hypothesis is in agreement with the current overabundance of AT enzymes
within the subfamily (as well as within subgroup AT-I) and with the observation that non-AT
enzymes are found far from the tree root. The hypothetical ancestral enzyme might also
have had some preference towards the amino group acceptor; in fact, in Fig. 6 the
branches of the tree most close to the root represent α-KG specific ATs (DHNEAT, NEAT,
LAT and D-FGAT: for the last enzyme, a PDB-deposited crystal structure exists (2CY8;
[87]), which however does not contain bound PLP and lacks other structural details).
In any case, a neat divide separates the majority of extant α-KG specific ATs from
the pyruvate-specific ATs, even though a unique branchpoint leading to this separation is
difficult to individuate. Ultimately, the loss of the Glu residue of the gateway system and
other rearrangements of the two pockets of the active site seem the major determinants of
difference among the two AT groups. However, specialization for pyruvate may have been
acquired progressively and/or separately in different lineages. For example DABA-AT,
which occupies a position close to the emergence of pyruvate-specific ATs, is able to
catalyze its reaction also with pyruvate, but the KM is severalfold higher than that with αKG [88]. Over time, the different groups of enzymes may have optimized their specificity
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towards one or the other amino group acceptor, owing to the availability and role of a given
keto acid in one organism or to specific physiological contexts.
Whatever the evolutionary mechanisms that led to the current situation, there are
hints that the absence of a gateway system (as found in pyruvate-specific ATs) correlates
with a greater enzyme versatility and/or promiscuity. For example DAPA-AT enzymes, that
display a very peculiar substrate specificity, shows a relatedness with pyruvate-specific
ATs. Non-AT enzymes (lyases, racemases) cluster together and seem most closely related
to some pyruvate-specific ATs showing relaxed substrate specificity (DGDA, AGXT2). Eliot
and Kirsch argued that one preferential route towards the evolution of a new PLPdependent catalytic activity is the acquisition of an altered substrate specificity [4].
Elimination for example can be a very facile reaction if an enzyme binds a substrate with a
good leaving group. The presence of the phospho-lyase and DGDA in the same tree
branch, the fact that phosphate is a good leaving group and that they possess some active
site residues in common is in accordance with the hypothesis described.
β-ATs, like the one shown to have an intermediate active site organization between
α-KG and pyruvate-specific ATs [79], forms a separate cluster together with two other
peculiar ATs: FUMAT and GSA. Not only all three enzymes lack the Glu residue of the
gateway system: in FUMAT and GSA it is also absent the Arg (strongly conserved among
AT-II ATs) interacting with the α-carboxylate of the amino group acceptor. In the case of
GSA this residue is substituted by a Glu, which interacts with the amino group of the
diaminovalerate (produced during the catalysis) and excludes glutamate or other α-amino
acids from the active site, since this is the only AT-II transaminase not interacting with any
α-carboxylate [89]. The absence of the Arg residue in FUMAT is more difficult to
rationalize, but it might be due to the long and bulky side chain of the substrate. In the
absence of structural information, it can be hypothesized that the enzyme has evolved a
different system to bind this substrate and consequently also the amino group acceptor
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(FUMAT was reported to use pyruvate [90], despite being located outside the main cluster
of pyruvate-specific ATs).

6 - Conclusions
Over twenty years after the first clear definition of AT-II as a structural subfamily
[10], we have provided an up-to-date overview of these enzymes, based on the most
recent biochemical and structural literature, illustrating how their properties are distinctive
and how they compare with those of the other fold-type I enzymes, as well as sketching a
picture of their evolution. As more enzyme functions and protein structures emerge within
this structural subgroup, there will be possibilities for elucidating in greater detail their
specific properties and for incorporating this knowledge into the current picture. As
mentioned in section 2, the practical interest in AT-II enzymes has increased over time,
due to their use for the enantiopure synthesis or resolution of chiral amines, as reviewed in
detail in a number of recent publications [15, 17, 18]. Hence, new structural and
enzymological studies on AT-II enzymes are expected to not only benefit our general
knowledge but to also improve our ability of selecting and tailoring these catalysts for
applicative purposes.
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FIGURE LEGENDS
Figure 1: Comparison of the structure of a prototypical AT-I enzyme (mitochondrial
AspaAT from Gallus gallus) with a prototypical AT-II enzyme (GABA-AT from Escherichia
coli). (A) Structure of holo-AspAT (PDB ID: 7AAT). The large domain is shown in green
and magenta while the small domain is in dark blue-dark gray (N-terminal part) or light
blue-light gray (C-terminal part). PLP is shown in yellow. (B) Structure of holo-GABA-AT
(PDB ID: 1SF2). GABA-AT and AspAT share similar large domains, while the small
domain, and in particular the N-terminal part, is not conserved. (C) Structure of AspAT in
closed conformation, bound to the inhibitor aminooxyacetate (PDB ID: 1OXP) [91]. The
transition between the open and closed conformation is determined by some structural
rearrangements: one involves the movement of three α-helices and few β-strands,
indicated by a continuous curved arrow. Other minor rearrangements are indicated by with
dotted arrows. (D) Structure of GABA-AT complexed with aminooxyacetate (PDB ID:
1SFF) [69]. In this case, no large structural rearrangements are observed upon ligand
binding.

Figure 2: Schematic active site model of E. coli GABA-AT and structural
comparison with other enzymes belonging to the AT-II subgroup. Some key residues (or
group of residues) are indicated by numbers from (1) to (4): (1) Side-chain involved in the
interaction with the α-carboxylic group of the substrate (the corresponding residue in
human OAT is Arg413) (2) Residues interacting with the phosphate of PLP (Gly142,
Val143 and Thr322 fulfill this role in human OAT). (3) Aspartate interacting with the
pyridine nitrogen of the PLP ring (Asp263 in human OAT) (4) Residue interacting with the
5’ hydroxyl group of PLP (Gln266 in human OAT). Residues in (1) and (3) are conserved
among all the ATs in AT-II. The tabular part of the figure resumes the actual amino acids
identities in some known 3D structures. These residues often are not aligned
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(supplementary figure 1) and they can have different positions inside the structure (Arg
residues, column 1) but they have the same role in contacting the cofactor or substrate.
The symbol * indicates residues that, despite not being alignable with the Gln found in the
majority of the enzymes, appear to play the same role in the three-dimensional structure.
The symbol - Indicates that a residues in the active site is not directly interacting with the
PLP O3’ group, but through hydrogen bond with a molecule of water.

Figure 3: Scheme of the gateway gystem in GABA aminotransferase (residues
numbering refers to the E. coli enzyme; [69]). At the beginning of the physiological
reaction, the enzyme forms a Schiff base with GABA and during this process the crucial
Arg398 residue remains salt-bridged with Glu211. The first half of the reaction ends with
release of succinic semialdehyde and conversion of PLP to PMP. In the second half of the
transamination, α-KG reacts with PMP to yield the external aldimine of glutamate, which
will be released as a second product. Triggered by the formation of PMP, the Arg398
switches its position and becomes available for interacting with the α-carboxylic group of
α-KG (or glutamate). A second Arg residue (Arg141) interacts instead with the γ-carboxylic
group of both GABA and α-KG and serves for productive binding and correct positioning of
the substrates. This residue is conserved also in other α-KG specific AT-II transaminases
[4, 16, 60, 69].

Figure 4: Schematic features of the O and P pockets in different types of ATs. The
circle and the triangle indicate the different chemical groups that can be found on the
substrates. (A) Model referring to AroAT and other AT-I transaminases [74]. (B) Model for
AT-II transaminases that use pyruvate as the amino group acceptor. Based on the work of
Shin and Kim on an ω-PAT [24, 73]. (C) Model referring to α-KG-specific ATs [57]. (D)
Scheme of the atypical active site of a β−AT described by Wybenga and collaborators [79].
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Figure 5: Reactions catalyzed by the currently-known AT-II enzymes that are not
ATs. Despite the apparently drastic differences, these reactions share among them (and
with the transaminase reactions) some mechanistic foundations. In fact, PLP-dependent
transaminases, racemases and lyases are all expected to begin their reaction by forming a
Schiff base between PLP and the substrate amino group, followed by deprotonation of the
amino carbon. Only at that point mechanisms diverge, to yield specific reactions and
products [1, 5]

Figure 6: A phylogenetic tree of the functionally validated AT-II enzymes. The
sequences of enzymes whose function had been experimentally validated were taken from
the B6 database (http://bioinformatics.unipr.it/cgi-bin/bioinformatics/B6db/home.pl ) and
grouped using the neighbor joining method. A multiple sequence alignment was performed
using ClustalX2 (http://www.clustal.org/); the number of sequences was subsequently
reduced from 89 to 48, in order to facilitate reading of the alignment (see Supplementary
Table 2 and Supplementary Fig. 1) and of the resulting tree. The radial tree was obtained
using aspartate aminotransferases form AT-I as an out-group and displayed through the
phylogenetic tree generator FigTree (http://tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/). Branches
are colored in: blue for α-KG-specific ATs and for AspATs, red for pyruvate-specific ATs,
orange for DAPA-AT and GSA, black for lyases and racemases. Symbols are used to
indicate, respectively, the change in the position of the catalytic lysine and reorganization
of the small domain () and the loss/acquisition of the Glu involved in the gateway system
().
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Table 1: PLP-dependent enzyme belonging to the AT-II subgroup.
Substrates3
Enzyme name

Acronym

1

2

Sequence

E.C.

First

Second

Aminotransferases
2.6.1.19

GABA

α-KG

OAT

GABT_HUMAN4
GABT_ECOLI4
OAT_HUMAN

2.6.1.13

L-ornithine

α-KG

Acetylornithine AT

ACOAT

ARGD_ECOLI

2.6.1.11

N2-Acetyl-L-ornithine

α-KG

Succinylornithine AT

SOAT

ASTC_ECOLI

2.6.1.81

N2-succinyl-L-ornithine

α-KG

L-lysine ε-aminotransferase

LAT

2.6.1.36

L-lysine

α-KG

Putrescine AT

PUAT

LAT_STRC5
Q9EVJ7_FLALU5
PAT_ECOLI

cadaverine, putrescine

α-KG

Diaminobutyrate AT

DABA AT

DAT_ACIBA

2.6.1.29/
2.6.1.826
2.6.1.76

L-2,4-diaminobutyrate

α-KG

D-4-hydroxyphenylglycine AT

D-FGAT

Q6VY99_PSEST

2.6.1.72

D-4-hydroxyphenylglycine

α-KG

Neamine transaminase

NEAT

NEON_STRFR

2.6.1.93

Neomycin C, Neamine

α-KG

2'-deamino-2'-hydroxyneamine
AT

DHNEAT

KANB_STRKN

2.6.1.94

2'-deamino-2'-hydroxyneamine, Neamine

α-KG

acyl-CoA β-transaminase7

COA-β-AT

KAT_CLOAI

-

3-aminobutyryl-CoA

α-KG

3-aminobenzoate synthase8

ABS

A8R0K5_9ACTO

-

L-glutamate8

3-DHS8

3-acetyloctanal transaminase9

AcOCT-AT

L7ZI44_SERMA

--

(L-glutamate?)9

3-acetyloctanal

L-glutamate 1-semialdehyde
(GSA) aminomutase10

GSA

GSA_ECOLI

5.4.3.8

glutamate 1-semialdehyde

-

β-alanine-pyruvate AT

βA-PAT

OAPT_PSEPU

2.6.1.18

β-Alanine

Pyruvate

γ-aminobutyrate-pyruvate AT

GABA-PAT

J9XGZ5_MALDO

2.6.1.96

GABA

Putrescine-pyruvate AT

PU-PAT

Q9I6J2_PSEAE

Pyruvate,
Glyoxylate
Pyruvate

D-3-aminoisobutyrate pyruvate
AT
Taurine-pyruvate AT

AGXT28

AGT2_RAT

TAU-PAT

TPA_BILWA

Fumonisin-pyruvate AT12

FUMAT

FUMI_SPHMC

-

Dialkylglycine decarboxylase13

DGDA

DGDA_BURCE

7,8-diamino-pelargonate AT14

DAPA AT

BIOA_ECOLI

Lysine-7,8-diamino-pelargonate
AT14

K-DAPA AT

Q8KZN0_BACIU

Amine-pyruvate AT15

ω-PAT

β-amino acid AT15
Polyketide synthase AT
domain16

γ-aminobutyrate AT

GABA-AT

Ornithine AT

-2.6.1.40
/43/4411
2.6.1.77

Putrescine
(D)-3-amino-isobutyrate
Taurine

Pyruvate,
Glyoxylate
Pyruvate

fumonisin B1

Pyruvate

4.1.1.64

(Isopropylamine) 13

Pyruvate

2.6.1.62

S-adenosyl-L-methionine

KAPA 14

-

Lysine

KAPA 14

F2XBU9_VIBFL

_

Various ω-amines

Pyruvate

β-AT

A3EYF7_9RHIZ

-

Various β-amino acids

Pyruvate,
α-KG

PKS-ATd

MYCA_BACIU

--

Glutamine

β-ketothioester

2-aminohexano-6-lactam
racemase

AH6L-R

ACLR_ACHOB

5.1.1.15

Isoleucine 2-epimerase

ILE-R

M1GRN3_LACBU

Isomerases

29

--

L-2-aminohexano-6-lactam

-

L-Isoleucine

_

Lyases
O-phosphoethanolamine
phospho-lyase

PEA-PL

AT2L1_HUMAN

4.2.3.2

O-phospho-ethanolamine

-

5-phosphohydroxy-L-lysine
phospho-lyase

PHK-PL

AT2L2_HUMAN

4.2.3.13
4

5-phospho-hydroxy-Llysine

_

1

Abbreviation used in this review to indicate to the specific enzyme.

2

Accession number in UniProtKB of a representative enzyme with validated activity.

3

For ATs (which normally use two substrates) the first entry represents the amino group

donor, the second entry is the amino group acceptor under physiological conditions.
4

Two phylogenetically distinct groups of GABA-AT enzymes exist, one bacterial [69] and

one eukaryotic [92], thus one representative sequence per group is given.
5

Two phylogenetically distinct groups of LAT enzymes have been described, one from

Gram+ [29] and the other from Gram- bacteria [31]; one representative sequence per
group is given.
6

The listed PUAT enzyme (from Escherichia coli) can transaminate efficiently both

putrescine and cadaverine [58], and can be legitimately assigned to two different EC
numbers.
7

COA-β-AT is an AT recently discovered based on a bacterial metagenome analysis [93].

It serves to form acetoacetyl-CoA from 3-aminobutyryl-CoA.
8

3-DHS = 3-dehydroshikimate. The enzyme ABS catalyzes the transamination between L-

glutamate and 3-DHS, yielding α-KG and 3-amino 4,5-dihydroxy cyclohex-1-ene-1carboxylate; the latter product rapidly and irreversibly undergoes the elimination of two
water molecules, becoming converted to 3-aminobenzoate [94]. Throughout the review we
include ABS among the α-KG-specific ATs, even though physiologically α-KG represents
a product, rather than a substrate.
9

The enzyme AcOCT-AT catalyzes a transamination reaction in the biosynthesis of the

antibiotic prodigiosin [95, 96]. Even though the amino group donor has not been reported,
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we tentatively assume it is L-glutamate, since the enzyme is phylogenetically related to αKG-specific transaminases.
10

Despite being formally classified as an isomerase, GSA catalyzes an internal

transamination between carbons 1 and 2 of L-glutamate-1-semialdehyde. The reactive
form of the enzyme contains PMP at the active site, and in the first step of the
reaction mechanism glutamate semialdehyde acts as the amino group acceptor, receiving
the amino group from PMP and forming 4,5-diaminovalerate [70, 97]. This product is not
released from the active site, however, and functions as the amino group donor in the
second part of the reaction, to yield the final product 5-aminolevulinate.
11

Mammalian AGXT2 is a promiscuous mitochondrial transaminase that acts on a variety

of substrates – in addition to D-3-aminoisobutyrate, these substrates include L-alanine, 5aminolevulinate, β-alanine [77, 98]. Accordingly, the enzyme can be assigned to different
E.C. numbers.
12

In Sphingopyxis sp. MTA144, FUMAT is involved in the degradation of fumonisins (a

class of carcinogenic mycotoxins). Pyruvate was found to be the preferred amino group
acceptor, although the enzyme could also use other α-keto acids [99, 100].
13

Dialkylglycine decarboxylase is listed among the transaminases because its catalytic

mechanism encompasses an amino transfer [101, 102]. DGD cannot directly transaminate
its substrate (a 2,2-dialkylglycine, which lacks an α-proton), but proceeds to decarboxylate
it and then catalyzes a transamination with the decarboxylation product (a dialkylamine,
such as isopropylamine), to yield the corresponding ketone [101, 102].
14

KAPA = 7-keto-8-aminopelargonate. Classic DAPA-AT enzymes use S-

adenosylmethionine as the amino group donor to produce 7,8-diaminopelargonic acid, an
intermediate in biotin biosynthesis [103]. K-DAPA-AT (B. subtilis) uses instead L-lysine as
the preferred amino group donor. [104, 105].
11

ω-P AT are enzymes studied and used for their biotechnological potentials. Their
31

physiological functions are not known. They can react with various substrates and
ketoacids. Even if they transaminate an amine (e.g. (S)-α-methylbenzylamine) they are not
able to catalyze the same reaction with β-alanine. Similarly also the β-AT enzymes have
been studied only for their biotechnological applications [23].
16

PKS-ATd was identified as an AT domain belonging to a multi-domain polyketide

synthase. It catalyzes the transfer of an amine to the β-position of the growing acyl chain,
using glutamine as the best amino donor [106].
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